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1.  We exist simultaneously in two realities, each one interacting at different
vibrations.  The Soul is aware of both.

a) The World of Divine Truth:   A spiritual reality - essentially mysterious
and beyond our five senses to perceive it and beyond our mental capacity to
comprehend it.

b) The World of Humanity:  The objective reality that we see “out there”
with our five senses.  It is the setting in which we live our everyday lives as
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We have chosen to fully experience the energy of the World of Humanity sim-
ply to magnify our appreciation of the beauty of our being part of the One in
Light and Love, by choosing to experience their direct opposites (fear, separa-
tion, darkness) in this world of physicality. This world, therefore, is a spiritual
classroom and life is the _____________.  Our experiences are our lessons,
and our enemies are our ___________ .



2. Life is not just a random set of events without purpose or intelligence.  What
appears to be haphazard is really the unfoldment of a Divine plan that is totally
__________ in terms of our spiritual growth, providing opportunities to make choices
and decisions in every moment.

3. We are co-creators with Spirit in the circumstances of our lives and we get pre-
cisely what we want (no exceptions),  The extent to which we resist (judge) what we
get, determines whether we experience it as either _____________ or painful.

4. Whenever we get upset with another person (or organization), they are resonat-
ing in us something that we have condemned in ___________ and denied, re-
pressed and projected onto that person or thing.

5. We incarnate with a "__________" --  an agreement with Spirit that we would do
certain things to meet a karmic debt, complete a “soul level” contract, assist in
transforming energies within the human condition, or simply to have experiences.

6.  Our soul will always move us in the direction of healing and will keep on creating
situations that offer us the opportunity to transform our thinking or unconscious
beliefs, and ______________.  People come into our lives to lovingly "__________"
our beliefs repeatedly until we awaken to the truth of who we are.

7.  The people who appear the most troublesome are our greatest ,
for they may be offering us the opportunity to awaken by either:

  (a) mirroring what we have denied about ourselves, and projected onto others.
  (b) forcing us to look at some belief we have ______________________
  (c) keeping us on track with our __________________

8. What appears to be happening in the objective world is merely illusion --
a projection of our consciousness (unconscious beliefs, ideas, attitudes, etc).

To know what these are, look what is showing up in your life.  Trying to change or
control the outer circumstances of our lives is futile unless we first change our
____________________________.  For example, when war shows up for us all,
nothing is solved by the fighting, since the war is simply a reflection of the war in
ourselves.

9. We have bodies that die, but we have immortal souls that transcend death.  There-
fore death is an _______________ .            .


